
DirectDefense conducted assessments of the SCADA network 
controlling water and electric services for a municipality as part 
of an engagement that also included multiple assessments. 
During the SCADA assessments, our team identified several 
weaknesses that demonstrated the need for SCADA network 
segmentation to minimize two-way communication between the 
network controlling vital municipal services and the enterprise 
network. 

Our SCADA assessment was comprised of two phases for each 
SCADA network (electrical and water):

• External exposure security testing (physical security review 
and wireless testing)

• Internal exposure security testing (internal penetration test)

The Connected Systems SCADA security consultants at 
DirectDefense were commissioned to conduct these assessments 
because of our method of assessing SCADA and critical 
infrastructure environments. Our consultants specialize in non-
invasive network reconnaissance that is focused on preventing 
any disruptions or downtime, as SCADA services are often critical 
to everyday life.

How DirectDefense uncovered 
network security weaknesses 
within a municipality’s  
SCADA system
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Observed Environment Strengths:

Comprehensive physical security: 
Physical security measures included locked exterior 
doors not vulnerable to physical penetration, and an 
authenticated gate.
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No wireless devices on the electric  
SCADA network:  
One of the two SCADA environments did not have any 
connected wireless networks, eliminating a major  
attack vector.  

 

Secure badge controls:  
Badges were encrypted and not vulnerable to common 
cloning techniques.

Strong authentication protocols:  
Strong authentication protocols were enabled and 
required for network authentication. 

Disabled SMB protocol:  
SMBv1 was disabled on all domains, and signing was 
enabled and required. 



Observed Environment Vulnerabilities: 
Penetration Testing

Rogue wireless network:  
A potential rogue wireless access point was discovered 
on the corporate network. 
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Open wireless network:  
One wireless network was unencrypted and not 
password protected, allowing anyone within range  
to connect and bridge directly into the Water  
SCADA network.

Network segmentation:  
There was no proper segmentation of one of the  
SCADA networks from the corporate network, allowing 
an attacker to compromise corporate resources from 
this SCADA network and vice versa.

Egress filtering:  
One of the SCADA networks allowed full outbound 
internet access, allowing an attacker to establish 
remote command and control to exfiltrate  
sensitive data.

Legacy authentication protocols:  
A weak authentication protocol combined with a 
coerced authentication vulnerability allowed for 
complete compromise of the domain.

Unlocked vehicles and doors:  
Some doors to critical areas were left unlocked, and 
multiple vehicles were found unlocked with the  
keys inside.

Weak passwords:  
The municipality’s password policy is ineffective at 
protecting the internal network.

Visitor management:  
Facility security did not require identification to enter.

Lack of Active Directory visibility:  
No alerts were communicated upon our exploitation of 
the Active Directory.

Legacy protocols enabled:  
Our team was able to abuse insecure legacy protocols 
to obtain password hashes and gain a foothold in the 
internal network.

Preparation

Gaining Access to the Internal & External 
SCADA Environment

The municipality gave our team access to the SCADA networks 
for both their water and electrical systems, as well as physical 
access to the sites to assess the security of the internal and 
external environments. 

On the external side, we examined the physical protections, 
which included doors, gates, security cameras, vehicle storage, 
and access to critical areas or sites. 

On the internal side, we examined our ability to connect to 
and move within the SCADA networks both remotely and from 
one network to the other. We were also looking for gaps in 
the network through which we could access other networked 
environments, such as the corporate environment. 



If a bad actor gained access, 
they could easily manipulate 
the equipment, causing major 
disruptions to the facility’s 
operations and potentially putting 
the public at risk.

One of the SCADA networks in 
particular had a hidden but 
unauthenticated wireless network, 
which is a significant and largely 
unnecessary security risk. 

Execution: External Environment

Assessing the Physical Access Points

Right from the start, we identified some significant physical 
vulnerabilities in the municipality’s external environment.

We found that the front gate of a treatment facility was open, 
allowing anyone to access the premises. We also found that 
doors to certain process areas were left open or unlocked, 
namely the door to a critical control room. Suppose a bad 
actor gained access to this area. In that case, they could easily 
manipulate the equipment, not only causing major  
disruptions to the facility’s operations but potentially putting the 
public at risk.

Additionally, we were able to easily gain entry to the server room 
even though the door was locked. This vital area, while locked, 
did not have a security camera or a security guard.

Execution: Internal Environment

Assessing the Network Access Points

The municipality gave us access to the SCADA network, and 
right away we could see the enterprise system, clearly indicating 
there is two-way communication happening between the two 
networks that creates a significant security vulnerability.

This access was the first indication that the municipality’s SCADA 
system needed better network segmentation to ensure other 
networked environments couldn’t be accessed. One of the 
SCADA networks in particular had a hidden but unauthenticated 
wireless network, which is a significant and largely unnecessary 
security risk.

Also on the property, we identified multiple facility vehicles that 
were not only left unlocked but in some cases had the windows 
rolled down and the keys in the ignition. 

Someone with bad intentions would be able to steal the vehicles, 
resulting in a large financial loss to the municipality – upwards of 
tens of thousands of dollars. 

The property did have surveillance cameras monitoring different 
parts of the facility; however, the cameras were secured using 
the default password. These default passwords are published 
online, and a bad actor could use the passwords to manipulate 
the cameras in support of malicious on-premises activities.

This wireless network was created to allow remote access to the 
SCADA system, but without authentication, it’s a gallery-sized 
window into the network for anyone sniffing for traffic.

Making this kind of access so possible creates the opportunity 
for a malicious actor to make changes to the water or electric 
systems that can impact operations, services, or public health – 
any of which can lead to costly, disruptive, and even dangerous 
implications for a municipality.



Maintenance

Closing Gaps with Network Segmentation

The most significant finding was the lack of segmentation 
present on one of the SCADA networks. There should be no way 
for someone to gain access to the corporate network – and 
all the sensitive data housed within it – via a separate network 
dedicated to systems operations. 

Without proper segmentation, attackers can enjoy lateral 
movement within the environment once internal network 
access is obtained. Ransomware would be able to move from 
the corporate network to the SCADA network, infecting vital 
workstations and servers. 

For municipalities, internal security gaps like the ones we 
identified can result in serious consequences. Operations could 
be completely shut down, forcing manual operation of essential 
public services, and sensitive customer data could be exfiltrated 
and divulged.

To manage some of the immediate threats this municipality 
is facing, both internally and externally, we made several 
recommendations:

• Deploy advanced endpoint protection across the 
municipality’s public works networks

• Improve network segmentation

• Implement system securitization and hardening

• Conduct real-time threat monitoring

• Disable unnecessary ports and services

• Change default passwords

• Add password complexity requirements for employees  
and stakeholders

The Key Takeaway of Our 
SCADA Assessments
The threats to municipalities are always evolving. Regularly 
scheduled, periodic cyber assessments by independent third 
parties such as DirectDefense, provide CISOs and SCADA 
managers with prioritized recommendations for improving 
physical security and cybersecurity.

The best approach to SCADA security is to understand how 
high your network’s internal and external walls are. Since 
our consultants were able to do both, there is a clear need 
for improved network segmentation, patch management, 
password protections, and endpoint protections. 

Have our expert Connected Systems team examine your SCADA 
network to identify security gaps in your critical infrastructure 
and make prioritized recommendations.

Contact Us Today! 
Get a full picture of your entire networked environment to see  
how secure your organization is from malicious attackers. 
Visit directdefense.com or call 1 888 720 4633..
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